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The author of this research paper has formulated each question in the following sections. The
quotations are from Rev. Sun Myung Moon’s teachings, from the Bible, or other sources. The
author initiates the bold words or phrases in order to add emphasis.
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Section I
In the beginning
1. What existed in the beginning with God?
1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He*
was with God in the beginning. 3 Through him* all things were made; without him* nothing was
made that has been made. 4 In him* was life, and that life was the light of men. 2
*The concept of the substantial Word, made flesh

2. What is the origin of human thinking?
“The origin of [human] thinking is God’s Word (Logos) or God’s plan, and every field of
culture is established based on this plan.” 3

3. What is Logos?
"Logos, which is the object partner of God, and which resembles His dual
characteristics, is a being resulting from God's thinking. It is a comprehensive design, a
blueprint formulated in the mind of God. When we make a building, we first make a detailed
blueprint for it. In the same way, when God created all things, He first made a comprehensive
blueprint or plan for each created being, and this is Logos.” 4
"There was always a blueprint in the mind of God. It was the original plan that always
has been, and will always remain perfect, even though the physical realization of these plans
has not yet been seen on earth.” 5

“… Logos, which is the Word, and at the same time, a set of universal laws,
functions in all created things.” 6
4. What are the requirements of God's Logos - the blueprint for the Kingdom of Heaven?
"According to the requirements of the blueprint of heaven, individuals [as individuals]
do not enter [the Kingdom of Heaven]. In fact, even families cannot achieve heaven by
themselves because a family needs a clan to achieve heaven, and a clan needs a nation. When
all of these levels of restoration are achieved, we can call it heaven. Our families should live
with this ideal in mind. 7

2

The Holy Bible; John 1- 5
New Essentials of Unification Thought, Head-Wing Thought; Chapter 10, P 459
4
Ibid. Page 28
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Sun Myung Moon. “God’s Will and Christmas” December 25, 1976
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5. If we asked God what is needed to actualize His blueprint, what would He tell us?
“God [would tell us that] He has a concept of the true man and the true woman, a
concept of the ideal family, ideal nation, and world. To actualize that blueprint, true love should
be at the core, and that love will come from God. 8

Section II
The First appearance of God's Word, God’s Original Blueprint,
On the Earth
1. God first offered His Word, his plan to Adam and Eve
“God blessed them, and said to them, be fruitful and increase in number; Fill the earth
and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living
creature that moves on the ground.” 9

2. Once Adam and Eve heard God’s Word, His plan for them, what were they to do?
“Adam and Eve were to perfect the ‘three great blessings.’ This [become fruitful]
means that they should have perfected their character in order to realize the world of
the ideal of creation. The world of the ideal of creation is a world where such people
of perfected character live with values centered on true love.” 10
"One of the cornerstones of Reverend Moon's message is that we are given life
for a purpose; to experience and manifest God's very essence, which is love. This
purpose can be realized as each of us becomes attentive to, and fulfills the fundamental
responsibilities of human life. The first book of the Bible, Genesis, expresses this
purpose as the three Great Blessings. These three blessings are the core of Reverend
Moon's message, and his clear explanation of how they can be accomplished is
providing inspiration and direction for people throughout the world.” 11
“The First Blessing calls us to the full realization of each individual as a true child
and person in the image of God: "Be fruitful.” 12
“…The Second Blessing calls us to expand upon this through the attainment of
mature and lasting love between a man and a woman expressed through marriage and
8

Sun Myung Moon. “The Completion of the Providence and Parents Day” (80-04-15)
The Holy Bible, Gen 1 - 28
10
New Essentials of Unification Thought, Head Wing Thought. 2006 P. xiv
11
Sun Myung Moon. God’s Will and the Ocean (Forward) 1987
12
Ibid.
9
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family centered upon God: "multiply." Therefore, children can be raised in a loving and
secure environment, which produces an ever-widening spiral linking God to people
and people to God.” 13
"Building upon the first two blessings, the Third Blessing exhorts humankind to
take its proper position in the universe: . . . and replenish the earth and subdue it and
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and of the fowl of the air, and over every living
thing that moves upon the earth." Thus, humankind indeed becomes the God-centered
caretaker of the world, empowered by the benevolent love of God rather than greed and
selfishness. In essence, these are the responsibilities of humankind, and when
respectively fulfilled, they become the wonderful blessings of life.” 14
3. How many unique levels did Adam and Eve have to accomplish to fulfill the world of
the ideal of creation?
“…in order to establish one world, the ideal world, God needs to have His blueprint on
the levels of individual, family, tribe, nation, and world. There must be a unified individual before
a unified family can exist, a unified family before a unified tribe can come into being, a unified
tribe before a unified nation appears, and a unified nation before the unified world can come
about. This is a problem. The question is, from where must we begin to establish this unity?
This world is the world of result. Therefore, we have to find out the solution from the cause,
namely the individual. The way of unification, the principle of unification, begins from the
individual and proceeds to the family, then on to the tribe, the nation, and finally the world. This
pattern begins with the coming of the Lord.” 15

4. Does the ideal of creation have anything in common with God’s original blueprint?
"The 'ideal of creation' is the blueprint… by which you will be evaluated.
Completing it is the ultimate test you have to pass. You wait and see. You may think
that just being a member of the Unification Movement and trying to follow me is enough.
But, it isn't… Unless you measure up to the requirements of the ideal of creation, you
will have no victory. I want you to realize this. Knowing this, I am so serious that I have
pledged my life for the sake of America.” 16
5. What is the “pride and the value” of a human being?
"This is the pride and the value of a human being: the ideal of creation we talk
about in Divine Principle terms. Without this quality in man, how are we different from
the animals? What kind of life would you have led if you had not joined the Unification
Church and the path of love?” 17

13

Ibid.
Ibid.
15
Way of Unification Part 1; and HOON DOK HAE: Vol. 2,
16
Sun Myung Moon. “God’s and Our Decision” (87-02-01)
17
Sun Myung Moon. “One Age, One Generation” (78-09-03)
14
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6. What happened after God introduced His blueprint of the ideal of creation to Adam
and Eve?
“In the Garden of Eden, God saw Satan come and
subjugate His son and daughter, Adam and Eve, destroying the
entire blueprint for the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.” 18

7. Other than God’s Word, what else was lost in in the Garden of Eden?
“If you read the Bible carefully, you will see that the fall of man involves the loss
of Adam's entire family. First, the position of parents was lost through the fall of Adam
and Eve. Second, the position of children was lost as Cain murdered Abel. God's
blueprint for an ideal family and world-perfection was lost.” 19
8. If Adam and Eve had not fallen, what would be different from the way it is today?
“If Adam and Eve had not fallen, there would not be a multitude of nations on
earth. There would be one nation. The inescapable conclusion is that the ideal world
would have been achieved and there would be no such world as we know it now.” 20
9. What is the source of the problems of the world?
"The problems of this world are due to the persistence of the satanic lineage. At
this time in the world, all the satanic natures have been confronting each other. Each
morning the newspapers are filled with stories of self-centered exploitation. The original
blueprint of life had been torn into pieces. No one has known that original blueprint
except God and Satan. Because Satan knew it, he has tried to keep people ignorant of
it. Satan has been working to make every aspect of our world the antithesis of that
blueprint. Therefore, he has been degrading all human relationships. Instead of love
between men and women, he has been promoting love of men for men and women for
women. Instead of respect for parents, he has been urging young people to disregard
their parents and consider them old-fashioned. Satan has been tearing society apart
and confusing moral issues.” 21

18
19
20
21

Sun Myung Moon. “Let Us Analyze Ourselves.” (79-09-16)
Sun Myung Moon, “True Parents and the Completed Testament Age” 1993

Sun Myung moon, “Unification of the Cosmos and the Family Ideal” (87-03-01)
Sun Myung Moon, “God’s and Our Decision” (87-02-01)
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Section III
The Second appearance of God's Word on Earth,
- God’s original Blueprint for the Ideal of Creation
1. Because Adam and Eve failed to believe in God’s Word and to follow God’s blueprint
in the Garden of Eden, how, then, did God plan to bring His Will on Earth, to bring the
blueprint for the ideal of creation to humankind?
“I will call a swift bird of prey from the east--a leader from a distant land to come
and do my bidding. I have said what I would do, and I will do it.” 22
“Two thousand years ago our Lord Jesus Christ brought the blueprint for the
Kingdom of Heaven on earth. However, he could not speak plainly about his plan even
to his own disciples. Jesus spoke in figures and parables. Why? Jesus knew the
adverse circumstances in which he had to work. There was political pressure from the
Roman Empire. There was the ruling monarchy, who opposed any change. In addition,
there was a strong religious system and tradition. These could all be directed against
the building of the Kingdom of God.” 23
2. Did Jesus understand the content of the Word - God’s plan for the ideal of creation?
“Jesus prayed, ‘Thy will be done here on earth, as it is in heaven.’ Jesus knew
the perfection of God's will in Heaven, and he brought that will to earth. Jesus came to
establish perfection here on earth so that humankind would bring the kingdom into
heaven. That was God’s plan.” 24
3. By what means was Jesus to accomplish God’s plan, God’s original blueprint?
"God made the blueprint, and Jesus was to execute the plan. He had to cut
down the mountain at the time when he needed to cut it down. The owner of the
mountain should not be against it but should say, "Please do it.” So, he had to build the
nation of Israel. By cutting down all the mountains, he could start to make a highway. If
he asked to demolish your house with a bulldozer, you would have to say, "Yes!" Also, if
there were a beautiful lake and he asked you to cover the lake, you would have to agree
with it.” 25

22

The Holy Bible, Isaiah 46:11, New Living Translation (2007)
Sun Myung Moon, “The New Future of Christianity” (74-09-18)
24
Sun Myung Moon, “God’s Will and Christmas” (76-12-25)
25
Sun Myung Moon, Way of Unification, Part 2, Chapter 8, Section 4
23
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4. Did Jesus fulfill completely God’s Word, the perfection of the God’s original plan?
"God has not yet seen the perfection of His original plan here on earth, however, even
after the coming of Jesus Christ. Because of the crucifixion, Jesus could not accomplish the full
purpose of his coming; the perfection of Adam's level. It was not at all God's original plan to
fulfill the ideal by killing the Messiah. If that was indeed God's method, then just sending him to
a nation that was unprepared to understand him would have been sufficient. Sacrifice is
sometimes necessary, but God did not intend the sacrifice of human life as the key to complete
salvation. Because of the crucifixion, Jesus Christ was not allowed to reach the fullest degree of
perfection and no family, social or national perfection was obtained. Therefore, it is most logical
that the Messiah must come a second time.” 26

5. Was Jesus completely victorious over Satan?
"Jesus had a showdown with Satan at the beginning of his ministry, during his forty day
fast in the wilderness. Jesus was victorious over Satan's three temptations but it says in the
Bible that Satan just withdrew temporarily, not permanently. Satan's plan was to attack Jesus
when he started on the road to the family and tribal levels and finally Satan won on the national
level through the crucifixion. Satan's power destroyed Jesus physically but God's power
resurrected Jesus spiritually. That is how God works." 27

6. Because of the failure of the second appearance of the blueprint during Jesus life
time, what hope do we have today?
"When Jesus came 2,000 years ago and found a world of rejection, he taught that the
person who would lose his life for Jesus' sake would find life, meaning that if a person gave his
life for Jesus, Jesus would give life back again. But, 2,000 years ago the world said it did not
want to sacrifice for Jesus. People didn't want to listen to Jesus' teaching because their
consciences hurt, so they crucified him. Because Jesus' mission was not consummated, it had
to be restored, so the day of hope to come has been the day of the second coming of the Lord."
28

Section IV
The Third appearance of God's Word on Earth, God’s original blueprint for
the Ideal of creation
1. In Revelation, what did God promise about a coming messiah?
“God promised mankind that the second Messiah would come as the representative of
His original love, bringing liberation from satanic bondage. How can you recognize the second
Messiah? The Messiah will teach this principle exactly, point by point, spelling it out... The Bible
promises that when the end of the world comes, we will no longer have to be taught by symbols
and parables but we will learn plainly of the Father.” 29
26

Sun Myung Moon , “God’s Will and Christmas” December 25, 1976
Sun Myung Moon, "The First Day and our Lifetime" (79-02-02)
28
Sun Myung Moon, "The First Day and our Lifetime" (79-02-02)
29
Sun Myung Moon, “The Day of the Love of God” (84-05-20)
27
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2. What is the Will of God today?
"The will of God is to fulfill the ideal of creation. What, then, is the ideal of creation? It
is the completion of the four-position foundation, which means the establishment of the ideal
family. In order for the ideal family to come into being, True Parents must first be established.
Without such a center, there is no such thing as an ideal family.” 30

3. Is there someone in the World who is teaching clearly about the points of the original
ideal of creation and God's original blueprint?
"Is there anyone in the World other than Reverend Moon who is teaching precise points
about the original ideal of creation and the original concept of salvation centered upon original
love? Even Jesus could not teach these points precisely. That is what the Divine Principle is all
about. That is what you are receiving. What is Reverend Moon teaching? He is teaching the
original concept of the love of God and the love of parents, the original concept of Adam and
Eve's relationship, and the original concept of children and family. If you learn all the points of
this original blueprint from God, then you have the Messiah, you have salvation. If you do not,
then you will have to search for somebody else. What do you think? Have you found the
Messiah?” 31

4. What is the structure of Rev. Moon’s fundamental proposal to accomplish God’s
Word?
“The Reverend Sun Myung Moon has given a blueprint to the realization of a peaceful
world. He presents his fundamental proposal for the realization of peace within the context of
the individual, the family, the society, the nation and the world. Stressing the need for religions,
which deal with matters of the heart and spirit, to unite in order to substantiate the ideology of
peace, Reverend Moon has initiated numerous activities related to harmony among the faiths.
He also founded educational institutions, mass media associations and business enterprises as
well as non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in furtherance of the movement for peace.” 32

5. What has Father Moon said about how important God's blueprint is for us?
"Just as tests evaluate students, the heavenly blueprint will be your judge. I have
fulfilled this blueprint on the individual level and have extended restoration all the way to the
global level. All the members of the True Family are united with me. Mother and the True
Children are following this one principle I have established. That tradition has been set. Even
Mother and the True Children cannot act according to their whim or personal desire." 33

30

Sun Myung Moon, “True Parents and the Creation of the Ideal Family” (94-02-15)
Sun Myung Moon, “The Day of the Love of God” (84-05-20)
32
Sun Myung Moon, Philosophy of Peace, 2002
33
Sun Myung Moon, "God's and Our Decision” (87-02-01)
31
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6. Do scientists, scholars, theologians, and philosophers need to find the blueprint.
“Over the past four years I have worked very hard and made an unshakable foundation.
Scientists and scholars, theologians and philosophers have been mobilized toward one
consistent goal: making an ideal world…. I have outlined the blueprint for the ideal world…” 34

Section V
The Mission of the Unification Church and God’s Word, the blueprint for the
Ideal of Creation
1. What is the mission of the Unification Movement?
"What is the mission of the Unification Church? Our mission is to fulfill the ideal of
creation, centering not on power, money, or knowledge but on the true love that emanates from
Almighty God. Amen!” 35
“The Unification Church is a religion needed by the Messiah, needed by God. The
Unification Movement is showing the world how we can become parallel to the central line, and
how we can make our own vertical line on the family level, the societal level, the national level,
the worldwide level, and on the cosmic level.” 36

2. What is required of the members of the Unification Movement?
"Each member must clearly know God's original blueprint…We are to bring the world
back to its initial pattern by restoring what was lost. All things have been divided, so we must
bind them all back together with love.” 37

3. What have Rev. Moon and the Unification Movement been doing to help America?
“For many years the Unification Church has been establishing the pattern of what a
family should be, showing what morality young people should follow, and working to revive
Christian churches. This will help America be reborn as a great nation. With that great nation as
the center, the whole world can be united under Godism. This is God's blueprint.” 38
"I came to America because it is like a museum of the world, containing all races and all
kinds of people. If it could be ignited by the love of God, then the impact would certainly reach
throughout the world. Such a change of this world would be enough to change the entire spirit
world. When you move closer to the central point you eventually reach the very core. Those
individuals who are absolutely one with God and whom God is working through have to suffer
34

Sun Myung Moon, “I Shall Follow with Gratitude and Obedience” January 25, 1987
Sun Myung Moon, “God’s and Our Decision” (87-02-01)
36
Sun Myung Moon, “Who am I” January 23, 1977
37
Sun Myung Moon, “Unification of the Cosmos and the Family Ideal” (97-03-01)
38
Sun Myung Moon, “Parents Day and This Age” (81-04-05)
35
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more and do more because they have to fulfill the highest possible position. If the earth's axis
moves, then the entire world will move. Real energy must be added there to make that happen.”
39

4. What will God ask us to do when He calls us?
"The people summoned by God will be asked to do more, and show the greatest
devotion. That has always been true in history. God's people have suffered most and made the
greatest sacrifices. I started this process at the very core, ignited by the love of God, and
pushed on to each stage, bringing rebirth to the nation, world, and eventually the entire
universe." 40

5. How can today’s religious leaders substantiate God’s Word - the blueprint for His
kingdom - here in America?
“How can God set up the blueprint for His kingdom here in America without instituting
some drastic changes? You leaders must not become complacent.” 41
"It is time to pray and get more strength.... You seek the spirit that God had before
creation: absolute faith, love and obedience, and then invest totally to create the world. This is
then eternal, absolute, unchanging and unique power, and like high pressure moving into low
pressure, God’s abundant blessing moves into you. The universe is huge, 20 billion light years
across. It is time to set up these ideas as the ethics of the global family under God. Under that
issue of God’s protection, we set up the Chaju Guk, cut off the root of sin, and move to the next
age. So now, it is time to set up these ideas. That is why I have given you everything, and you
need not hesitate at all. Then you are in the position of a king and the cabinet ministers will
support you in setting up the Kingdom of Heaven.” 42
“Christians talk about the existence of the Kingdom of Heaven, but generally never
speak about building it here on earth. They claim that it is going to be a spiritual Kingdom. Like
Christians, Unificationists also advocate the erection of the Kingdom of Heaven, but the
difference in viewpoint is that we proclaim that it must be established on earth before it is
constructed in the spirit world. 43
“Our claim, however, must be backed up by a formula or blueprint from which we can
physically create a new world. Through gathering many groups of professors, scientists, and
other professionals Father is formulating such a plan. Those individuals have the knowledge,
experience, and expertise to discover the solutions to the inevitable problems anyone will have
in creating this Kingdom. God cannot magically wave His hand to erase all the evil or eradicate
the sicknesses, which are rampant throughout this world. God absolutely needs man to create
His Kingdom.” 44

“We need to know the heavenly standard. There is a unique strategy for each
different position. We are spending a lot of money in each nation. I am the kind of
39

Sun Myung Moon, “The First Day and Our Lifetime” (79-02-02)
Ibid.
41
Sun Myung Moon, “The Ones who Can Receive God’s Love” (77-10-01)
42
Sun Myung Moon, Hoon Dok Hae, East Garden, April 5, 2002
43
Werner, Paul, Heaven Down to Earth, Words of spiritual Guidance 1985
44
Ibid.
40
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person who follows God's direction. There is a constitution in America - does it promote
mind and body unity or the selflessness of individuals or just individualism? Since it
promotes individualism, it will not last. It has to develop. So many world leaders respect
me. Prime Minister Heath of England really respected me. When General Haig made
his transition, we honored him. Whether it's a Republican or Democrat is not the most
important thing - what is most important is the quality of the character of the person
“That is why I have given you the textbooks on how to understand God
elected. 45
and His providence of restoration. These books teach you the way of Character.” 46
3. What did Father Moon say to scientists about a blueprint that will help integrate all
the fields of research?
“Today, in all fields, people are prone to narrow their research to small and
limited areas so that they tend to lose the overall purpose or the centrality of their
subject. By doing so, they lose vitality which is produced and which functions only
through the harmonious integration between the fields. They stray from the original
motivation and purpose of science, which is to bring about human happiness…In order
for us to integrate all the specific fields of research, we are in need of a larger design
or blueprint. In this way, we may have a common ideal in front of us as we proceed to
achieve this integration. The main purpose of this symposium on ICUS is for us to
produce that blueprint. 47

Section VI
The significance of the Marriage Blessing Ceremony of
The Unification Church
1. What is the significance of the Marriage Blessing Ceremony of the Unification
Church?
"What is the significance of the Blessing in the Unification Church? It is the means of
cutting off the satanic lineage and transforming it into the heavenly lineage. There is no way to
sever that lineage without going through the Blessing process. In a profound sense, you and
your spouse need each other's help in order to be linked with the heavenly lineage, so you
become mutual benefactors through the Blessing.” 48

45
46
47
48

Sun Myung Moon, “True Father Speaks at East Garden on March 31, 2010
Ibid.
th

Sun Myung Moon, Opening Speech, 4 International Conference on the Unity of the Sciences (ICUS), Nov. 25, 1975

Sun Myung Moon, “God’s and Our Decision” (87-02-01)
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2. How is the Word of God - His original blueprint of the ideal of creation, - related with

the Marriage Blessing Ceremony?
“Through the Blessing your lineage is changed. Do you have the power to do it by yourself?
Through who is your lineage changed? Yes, it is through the True Parents. Your lineage has to
be altered before you can become true men and women. Through the Blessing, you are all
headed back to the original blueprint. You are leaving the satanic realm and returning to the
original realm. Fallen men become original men; fallen women become original women; your
children can stand in the original position of children. Even Satan will be restored from the
position of adversary to that of the original archangel, or servant. The entire spirit world is
coming down to assist the Unification Church because it is in the archangel's position. You
merely have to initiate the work, and the spirit world will finish it. Do you follow?” 49

3. Am I automatically elevated into the Kingdom of Heaven through the Blessing
Ceremony of the True Parents?
"Through the Blessing, are you automatically elevated into the Kingdom of Heaven? To think
so is a misconception. The Blessing opens the door to the Kingdom of Heaven, but you have to
put on the robe and enter. That process remains. Will anyone give you the robe? …NO, YOU
have to make your own robe. I will not give you one; the church will not give you one. You have
to accomplish your five percent responsibility. If you do not fulfill it here on earth, you will be
burdened with it in eternity. No matter what difficulties you may encounter, you have to resolve
these eternal issues here on earth. Nothing is more important. This is more essential than
eating, more vital than your daily life, more important than visiting your wife or children, more
crucial than anything.” 50

Section VII
Where can we find God’s Word today?
1. Today, during our lifetime, how will God finally be connected to Earth?
…”Everything that is defiled in heaven and on earth can be purified. In addition, this
world can be made into a unified world of purity, pure blood, and pure love and True Parents
can become not only your representatives but also the heirs to your complete authority. Under
the banner of True Parents' supreme victory, True Parents have liberated and fully freed heaven
and earth and have completely opened the gates to hell so that only God can be connected to
earth. They have brought to the world the textbook and teaching materials on the traditions that

49
50

Sun Myung Moon. True Love, Volume 1, “The Restoration of true Love”
Ibid 47
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God wished to set up on earth, so that they may remain forever as His traditions in heaven and
on earth. 51

“Until now, we have personally taken on the responsibility of making the center
of education based on these textbooks and these teaching materials. We have
become one with our sons and daughters in our family so that we can inherit the entire
kingdom of heaven and God's supreme ideal, envisaged at the time of the Creation,
with the supreme victory by which we can transcend the realm of princes and
princesses who failed to exist in the heavenly kingdom. We are uniting the family, tribe,
people, nation, and cosmos, which failed to come into existence in the kingdom of
heaven. 52
2. What has Father Moon prepared for humankind concerning the Word of God- the
Blueprint for the ideal of creation- that will substantially guide us to build the ideal
world of peace?
"I already have prepared the last words I will give to humankind. These words have been
prepared based on my triumphs over more than six life-and-death situations during periods of
unjust imprisonment I have experienced during my life. I have left behind eight different [sets of]
volumes of books as the textbooks and teaching materials for humankind for all eternity. These
include: 1,200 volumes, The Sermons of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon, Divine Principle, Cheon
Seong Gyeong, Pyeonghwa Shingyeong (The Peace Messages), The Family Pledge, the
booklet “True Families: The Gateway to Heaven, my speech “Owner of Peace, Owner of
Lineage, and a comparative anthology - World Scriptures. 53
"These textbooks are books that you will have to read and study even after you go to the
spirit world. They are not just teachings that come from the mind of one human being: they are
the textbooks that teach the heavenly way, which God has granted to His suffering children for
their salvation. 54

3. What advise have our True Parents given us, now that we have God’s Substantial
Word in our hands in front of us?
"You should now set up the tradition of hoondokhae centering on your family; that is, the
tradition where three generations of a family start each day by reading the words of Heaven,
practicing that with a new mind. Lets create a world where the spirit world and the earthly world
can both attend True Parents at the same time, and read the words of the heavenly path
51

Sun Myung Moon, “2010 True God’s day Midnight Prayer”

52

Ibid.
Sun Myung Moon, “God’s Kingdom of Cheon IL Guk that Attends God Who is Opening the Eternal and
Unchanging Era of Heavenly Calendar” February 19, 2010
54
Ibid.
53
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together. Once this happens, no matter how hard Satan may try to worm his way in and infest
your lineage, he will have no place to stand in the face of the hoondokhae tradition. If a family
lives aligned with God as at high noon - where no shadow is cast - and still does not receive
God's blessings, then who would merit them? When such heavenly families fill this earth, this
world will automatically become the heavenly kingdom on earth that fulfills the vision of One
Family under God.” 55

4. What important convention took place in Korea on July 8, 2010, and at the Manhattan
Center in New York City on July 24, 2010?
It was “The Convention to Proclaim the Word That Firmly Establishes The
Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind.” 56

5. Who knows the True meaning of the textbooks and teaching materials?
“Only the God of night time knows the true meaning of my 8 textbooks and teaching
materials I have provided. Who knows this fact? Only I know it.” 57

Section VIII
Conclusion
1. Let us read and study True Parents’ textbooks and teaching material to uncover God’s plan
for the Ideal of Creation, God’s Original Blueprint for the Ideal of Creation. It may turn out to be
the Unified Theory with which we can unite all of the fields of study, and unite all of humankind
on earth and in the spirit world into “One Family under God.” We will bring the Cosmic
Unification, and a New Cosmic Spring.
“Although only God and Satan originally knew God’s Word, God’s Original Blueprint,
True Father has discovered it, and has been teaching it to us, bit by bit, from the time he began
his ministry. Just as Heavenly Father hid his providential plan in the Bible for the second coming
to discover, our True Father has planted God’s Original Blueprint, God’s Logos, for us to find in
his teaching materials.
“We will find the structure and content of God’s Original Plan in Father’s 8 textbooks and
teaching materials. I believe that I understand the basic concept of the original plan, the design
55

Ibid.

56

World Assembly to Proclaim the Embodiment of God’s Word and the Era of the Parents of Heaven,
Earth and Humankind
57

Sun Myung Moon, “’Hoon Dok Hae’ at the Cheon Jeong Gung” (10-10-16)
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of God’s Original Blueprint. In order to find it, I applied God’s system of thinking that I learned
from studying the Unification Thought. I read and studied over and over many of True Father’s
speeches and textbooks using that system.
“Please contact me if you would like to work together on this blueprint so that we may
bring it to the world before 2013. We will need experts in each of the fields of study to put it
together. Having God’s Original Blueprint is having God’s Trump Card. Time is of the essence.
If you got this far in this paper you must be serious. God bless you and thank you very much.” 58

58

Rev. James Rigney, December 5, 2010. This is serious.
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